A theoretical analysis of nonsteady-state oxygen transfer in layers of hemoglobin solution.
The oxygenation of layers of hemoglobin solutions thick enough to ensure chemical equilibrium between oxygen and hemoglobin has been analyzed theoretically assuming simultaneous diffusion of oxygen and oxyhemoglobin. The dimensionless transfer equation was solved for the finite and semi-infinite situation, the parameters being 1) the ratio of bound to physically dissolved oxygen after equilibration (H), 2) the ratio of carrier-mediated to free oxygen flux at steady state (D), and 3) the dimensionless saturation curve (characterized by phi 50). A parametric analysis provided plots of the dimensionless oxygenation time against these three dimensionless parameters. In this way, from the oxygenation times plotted as a function of the reciprocal oxygen driving pressure in any particular hemoglobin solution, the values of the oxygen permeability (or, knowing oxygen solubility, of the oxygen diffusion coefficient) and of the hemoglobin diffusion coefficient can be derived simultaneously.